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This dictionary lists ethological, behavior analytic, animal cognition, neuroaffective, neurobiological and 
psychological terms in an attempt to provide a complete understanding of animal behavior modification 
terminology. This definitive dictionary is a work in progress.  
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A 
 
Ability 
What an individual animal has the potential to accomplish.  Ex. A dog that is not motivated to run an 
agility course may do so very slowly although she has the ability (is healthy mentally and physically) to 
run it very quickly.  
 
Abuse 
A non-accidental physical or emotional injury committed by an animal care taker. Abuse generally 
results in physical pain or in Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.  Ex. Hitting, screaming at, throwing things at 
or near, shocking, flooding, strangling or in any other way deliberately for the purposes of “training” 
causing extreme fear or stress.   
 
Accountability 
What behavior consultants do by asking clients to gather data both before and after a given 
intervention/s to ensure that the plan is effective or needs adjusting?  This data must be collected by the 
client so as to prevent a consultant from accidentally biasing results.  
 
Acquisition 
The first phase of training where an animal is acquiring the skill that is being trained. This is in contrast 
to maintenance which is the second phase of training when the behavior is performed on cue 
consistently.  Stimulus control has been achieved if acquisition is completed.  Proofing games, 
generalization training, are part of acquisition.  A behavior that was in maintenance can fall back into 
acquisition if there is a lack of reinforcement or practice.  Ex. Dog has been trained to sit on cue but 
behavior has not been practiced for six months, dog has forgotten how to sit and behavior is in 
acquisition again.  
 
Active Student Responding 
What behavior consultants aim for when instructing clients.  Clients need to show evidence of 
understanding the physical skills which are required of them.  While modeling is appropriate, the client 
must demonstrate the skill (Active Responding) in order for behavior consultants to be sure the client 
has the physical skill that will be required to complete the task.  
 
Activity Reinforcer 
Also called the Premack Principle or Premack Reinforcers, the animal is given access to a more highly 
reinforcing activity after performing a less reinforcing activity.  Ex. A dog is released to run and play in 
the back yard after he performs a sit and stay as the door is being opened. This makes the target 
behavior of sitting and staying more likely because of the reinforcement contingency of being released 
to run and play.   This will only work if your dog is reinforced by the activity of running and playing in the 
yard.  Ex. A toy breed is asked to sit and stay at the door to be released to play but it is raining, dog is not 
motivated to go outside thus refuses to sit and stay.  
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Affect 
A feeling, which can be inferred in an animal by outward expressions of posture, facial expression and 
movements consistent with that animal’s ethogram.  Affect, along with motivation and cognition, create 
what is called a triad of psychological functions which is associated with the mammalian limbic system.  
Ex. Fear, anger, joy, disgust, and other emotions can be identified in an animal if detailed data has been 
gathered about how that animal expresses himself.   
 
Aggression  
Behavior that is intended to intimidate or harm another being. Ex. The child reaches for the dog full food 
bowl and the dog growls, lunges and air snaps or the frustrated trainer throws the dog on their back and 
alpha rolls them.  
 
Anthropomorphism 
The incorrect projection of human characteristics on an animal.  Ex. I ate all the yogurt, that I normally 
share with my dog, so he threw up on my shoe to punish me.  
 
Antecedent 
A stimulus that immediately happens before the behavior.  Behavior occurs in three stages: antecedent 
(the stimulus that triggers the behavior), behavior, and consequence (what happens after the behavior).  
Ex. The doorbell rings (antecedent), the dog barks (behavior), the owner opens the door and lets the dog 
greet the human which is enjoyable to the dog (consequence).  Also called Antecedent Stimulus. 
Antecedents come from the environment and precede the behavior in operant conditioning. The 
antecedent package includes the distance antecedents (setting events & motivating operations) as well 
as the direct antecedent.    
 
Antecedent Control 
Management or behavior modification that occurs prior to the behavior.  Ex. Dog sees another dog and 
has history of barking at other dog.  The first moment the dog sees the other dog trainer clicks and 
treats BEFORE the dog has a chance to bark.  This antecedent control intervention enables the trainer to 
create a new pattern: glance at other dog, click, rotate back to trainer, get treat, glance at dog again, 
and repeat.  This pattern then conditions the dog to associate other dogs with food and thus joy rather 
than stress as previously. (Any behavioral intervention is far more complex than what can be 
summarized in a paragraph.) 
 
Animal Cognition 
The study of memory, attention, learning, reasoning, problem solving and signal and verbal 
communication in animals. 
 
Amygdala 
A small structure in the mammalian brain that is important to the limbic system which is involved in 
emotions such as anger, fear and freezing.  
 
Appetitive Stimulus 
Something the learner finds positively reinforcing.  An Appetitive Stimulus is a positive reinforcer.  The 
learner determines what is positively reinforcing.  Ex. Dog A prefers string cheese, however Dog B 
refuses to eat string cheese but prefers turkey hot dogs.  What a learner finds reinforcing is commonly 
confused as the learner being “dominant”. In reality, food refusal can be a sign of stress or controlled by 
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individual tastes.  Outstanding training makes use of empowering the learner to choose their positive 
reinforcers (Appetitive Stimuli). 
 
Approximation 
When a behavior is trained in separate pieces, each piece of the final behavior is called an 
approximation.  An excellent trainer finds the balance between breaking down the behavior, but not 
breaking it down too much.  In dog sports, excessively broken down behaviors can create additional 
wear and tear on a dog’s body or create boredom in a less motivated animal or even make the end 
behavior less reliable because of Matching Law.   An approximation of sit would be for a dog to lift his 
head, the next approximation could be for him to lift his head and rock back lowering his rear and then a 
final approximation could be for his haunches to touch the ground.  
 
Association 
The conditioning process that links one stimulus with another stimulus, and a reason to avoid aversive 
stimulation as it is almost always linked with the human applying it. Ex. The click is linked with the treat 
via association.  
 
Attention Seeking Behavior 
Any behavior that a trainer has analyzed and determined through Functional Analysis (Antecedent, 
Behavior and Consequence) which is determined to be maintained by attention, is an attention seeking 
behavior. Ex. A dog jumps on the counter, human rushes over and fusses at dog, dog immediately jumps 
on the counter again, this cycle repeats itself until the dog is removed from the area.  In this case the 
dog’s behavior of jumping on the counter is an attention seeking behavior.  
 
Autonomic Nervous System 
The part of the nervous system that regulates activity of the internal organs which includes the 
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.  
 
 
 
AutoShaping 
Behavior that is innate which appears without the presence of a trainer or reinforcement or shaping 
approximations.  Ex. Bob Bailey’s famous article the “Misbehavior of Organisms” is an example of auto 
shaping.  Raccoons were being trained to pick up coins and deposit them into a piggy bank but the 
Raccoons auto shaped themselves to rub coins instead of depositing them.  Rubbing is an innate 
behavior associated with food and consumption; however, they were not able to get the food as only 
depositing the coins would get them food.  Yet the behavior persisted because it was innate.   
 
Aversive 

Any stimulus that causes the learner to be positively punished, or negatively reinforced is an 
aversive.  Aversives are subjective, just like positive reinforcers. Dog A may not find a rolled up 
newspaper to be intimidating but instead grabs at it with his teeth soliciting play.  Dog B 
however runs away from any human holding a newspaper and curls up in a corner.  To Dog B 
the newspaper in a human hand is an aversive stimulus.  When making use of proactive training 
it is easy to avoid the use of aversives.  Aversives by definition cause an organism stress, thus they 
should be avoided or at least minimized.  Stress is incompatible with fun and win/win training.   
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Avoidance 
A behavior that functions to allow the learner to avoid something unpleasant.  Sometimes also called 
escape, it is a negative reinforcement protocol that allows the learner to only escape something 
unpleasant if he complies.  Ideally training excludes or minimizes any aspect of negative reinforcement.  
Accidental negative reinforcement is unavoidable in real life, but training protocols do not have to be 
built on negative reinforcement and are more powerful when built on positive reinforcement protocols.  
 
 

B 
 
Backward Chaining 
A process of training a chained sequence of behaviors where the trainer chooses to start with the last 
part of the behavior first. This is generally accepted as being superior because the learner has the 
advantage of always moving toward the already known behavior. A common example is teaching a dog 
to perform an agility contact obstacle starting with the last part first: the two feet on the ground and 
two feet on the contact obstacle position first, then slowly backing the dog up on the obstacle until he 
performs the entire obstacle.  
 
Backward Conditioning 
A form of classical conditioning whereby the conditioned stimulus is presented after the unconditioned 
stimulus. So you if this was applied to clicking and treating the treat would be presented and then the 
click. Some conditioning does take place but this is not as effective as trace conditioning.  
 
Baseline 
The behavior as it is seen prior to modification.  Could also be called pre- (in contrast to post-training).  
Once the training is completed the baseline data can be used to establish a success rate or determine 
how long behavior modification took to be effective.  Also if you are functionally analyzing the behavior 
(establishing antecedent, behavior, and consequence) a baseline is required to do this. An example of a 
base line would be a dog that barked and howled, chewed the door casing, and paced when his owner 
left for 22 minutes, but after veterinary prescribed medication and behavior modification he did not 
bark and curled up and went to sleep.  
 
Behavior 
All actions and responses of an animal, the observable action that follows an antecedent and precedes a 
consequence. Emotions are not behaviors but the effects of emotions are observable in dog training.  
The Pet Professional Guild’s Dog Literacy Program is educating humans world-wide by teaching them to 
recognize how their dogs communicate stress.  Minimizing individual behaviors linked with stress and 
maximizing individual behaviors linked with joy is ideal training. In the sequence of the cue with “sit” 
being the antecedent, the dog’s behavior of assuming the sit position is the behavior.  What happens 
after the behavior to the dog is the consequence (such as getting a cookie).  
 
Behaviorism 
A branch of psychology that advocates the use of experimental procedures to study and modify 
observable behavior or responses in relation to stimuli.  Working only with what is observable and 
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modifying behavior. Ex:  When the dog is jumping on guests and the trainer clicks and treats for four feet 
on the floor, this is one of many practical applications of behaviorism.  
 
Behavior Blindness 
A dynamic that occurs when a trainer or behavior consultant focuses only on the behavior (wanted or 
unwanted) while failing to recognize that the learner’s emotional state is not relaxed or joyful. Ex. 
Protocols that ignore emotions, while successful in modifying behavior, do so using methods that cause 
stress when alternate methods creating less stress or no stress could be used.  Ex.  Dog is barking, 
trainer is only focused on barking thus is blind to antecedent control, cognitive factors, affective states 
or respondent/classical conditioning protocols that could be used to modify the barking.  Trainer 
reflexively wants to punish or negatively reinforce barking instead of using less aversive training.  
 
Behavior Chain 
The steps that lead to a sequence of behaviors.  Ex. On the cue of “water” your dog opens the cooler, 
removes the water bottle from the cooler, hands it to you and then closes the cooler.  The sequence of 
behaviors the dog performs is a behavior chain.  
 
Behavior Goal 
This refers to the target behavior that modification will either increase or decrease. It is important to be 
detailed in your description: precisely which behavior is being targeted? How much of it, if any, should 
be observed? And in what situation should the behavior occur?   Ex.  You want to reduce barking in 
response to ringing of the doorbell, but you don’t want to completely extinguish the barking.  So the dog 
will bark three times then be given the cue for quiet.  In the absence of the cue the dog will continue 
barking; in the presence of the cue the dog will stop barking after the third bark.  
 
Behavior Modification 
The process by which animal behavior consultants alter behaviors with an emphasis on positive 
reinforcement especially when working with aggressive/reactive animals.  
 
Behavior Patterns 
A predictable pattern of behavior that is adolescence limited or life course persistent which can include patterns of 
attachment, aggression, learning, sexuality, addiction or communication. Behavior patterns is what is often 
referred to as personality.  Some behavior patterns are highly resistant to change and others are easier to modify. 
Ex. No amount of training is going to turn a working Border Collie into a calm pet that only lies on the couch.  
 
Behavior System 
Konrad Lorenz coined the term behavior systems as a replacement for the term instinct.  Behavior 
systems describes behaviors that are linked together and that appear to be innate.  Also called fixed 
action patterns and, more currently, modal action patterns. 
 
Behavior Trap 
Can also be referred to as self-reinforcing behavior.  For example, many terrier type dogs are self 
reinforced by barking.  Barking does not require any external reinforcement (food, attention or play) in 
order to continue. This can work for the training process or against it.  Ex. Dog barks and is self 
reinforced; thus training this dog not to bark is more challenging.  More training time and more 
powerful reinforcement are needed to be effective, thus this presents a behavior trap.  
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Behavior Treatment Plan 
A written plan that outlines what the animal behavior consultant is recommending to the client to 
facilitate the modification of the animal’s behavior.  A good behavior treatment plan is detailed and is 
followed up on to track effectiveness.  
 
Behavioral Economics 
The phenomenon for animals to develop strategies of getting the most amount of food for the least 
amount of work.  
 
Behavioral Momentum 
The tendency for a behavior to become more resistant to extinction the greater it’s reinforcement 
history.  
 
Bite Inhibition 
A process through which, as the result of play and appropriate socialization, domesticated animals learn 
to inhibit hard biting. Ex. Having learned bite inhibition, the seven month old puppy no longer mouths 
the human petting her.   
 
Blocking also called Blocking Effect 
A respondent/classical conditioning phenomenon when an animal fails to learn an association with a 
stimulus as a result of it being presented at the same time with an already learned stimulus that is more 
powerful.  Pair a click with a treat until a dog drools at the sound of the click.  Then present the click and 
a verbal "yes" at the same time and repeat for ten repetitions. Then test both the click and the verbal 
“yes” and find that "yes" fails to elicit drooling. The "yes" was blocked.  Blocking is not the same as 
overshadowing which applies to operant conditioning.  Blocking is extremely important to understand 
when working with counter conditioning, especially if reactivity/aggression is involved.  
 
Block of Trials 
The total number of attempts, trials, when teaching an animal or client a new behavior.  Ex. You are 
teaching a nose touch to the palm of your hand and each time your dog touches his nose to your palm 
within one second of presentation you click and treat.  You do this ten times.  This means the block of 
trials is ten.   
 
Bribery 
The giving of reinforcement prior to an animal performing a behavior. Ex. Poor training uses food prior 
to obtaining behavior, stimulus control or proper lure fading.  This is not a reflection of using food in 
training, this is the result of inadequate training and mechanical skills.  
 
Bridge or Bridging 
A stimulus (the click or a verbal yes) that spans the time gap between the behavior and the delivery of 
the reinforcer. The clicker is a bridge.  Using a verbal “yes” marker, is also a bridge.   
 

C  
 
Call of the Wild 
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A dog trainer slang term referring to the time of day a dog gets a circadian rhythm energy boost possibly 
linked to predatory action patterns.  A common time of day for an adolescent dog to get the “call of the 
wild” is 9pm when he will require additional exercising, ideally prior to the energy spike.  
 
Capturing  
A training process which makes use of clicking and reinforcing behavior which the learner already 
knows.  By clicking and reinforcing for this naturally occurring behavior it can then be placed on cue and 
be “captured.”  
 
Case Study 
A description of the history and behavior modification of a particular animal by journaling 
improvements, setbacks and the processes used.  Case study information may suffer from bias and 
inaccuracies which is why the scientific method is ideal. A case study is NOT a single subject 
experimental design (which is a scientific procedure).  It should be noted that case studies can be 
extremely persuasive which is why it is so important for animal behavior consultants to be able to 
substantiate their training and recommendations using learning and behavior principles.  
 
Catharsis 
A psychological mechanism by which punishing a human or animal can become positively reinforcing.  
Also called abreaction, this mechanism occurs when one being redirects aggression on another, which 
consequently is negatively reinforcing to the aggressor and positively punishing to the victim. It is 
important to be aware that all humans are capable of experiencing catharsis and that this is always 
harmful to both parties.  Losing your temper and yelling at a human or animal is a form of catharsis.  
 
Chaining 
A training procedure that links together a sequence of different behaviors. This includes both forward 
and backward chaining. It is important to understand that when chaining, all individual behaviors must 
still sporadically be rehearsed and reinforced for the chain to remain optional. Fluency, minimal latency 
and stimulus control need to be rehearsed to prevent the individual behaviors from falling back into 
acquisition.  In addition, the chain needs to be reinforced at varying points, sometimes at the beginning 
of the chain, sometimes at the end and sometimes in the middle.  This is to avoid scalloping or post 
reinforcement pauses, or also called ratio strain.  Ex. All individual behaviors that a dog is required to 
perform on an agility course need to be consistently rewarded in order to maintain the chain of running 
fast and accurate courses.  
 
Choice 
Giving animals and humans choices empowers them to chose to comply rather than forcing them to 
comply which sets them up for more ideal learning that is less stressful and more fun. Empowerment 
training keeps the emphasis on the emotional state of the learner, reinforcing behaviors consistent with 
fun, joy and play.  
 
Circadian Rhythm 
A cycle of physiological changes in behavior linked to the 24 hour cycle of our days.  Ex. Every day at 
5pm the puppy gets the zoomies and races around the house.   
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Classical Conditioning 
Also called respondent conditioning, deals with reflexive behaviors and emotions.  Classical conditioning 
takes place when an unconditioned stimulus that elicits an unconditioned response is repeatedly paired 
with a neutral stimulus. As a result of conditioning, the neutral stimulus becomes a conditioned stimulus 
that reliably elicits a conditioned response. Each single pairing is considered a trial. With respondent 
conditioning the presentation of the two stimuli, neutral and unconditioned, are presented regardless of 
the behavior the individual is exhibiting. The behavior elicited is a reflex response 
 
Classical Counterconditioning 
Also called respondent counterconditioning. A training process that modifies undesired associations 
(fear) by replacing it with desired associations (joy). When effectively used this is the most effective 
process of modifying aggression.  The procedure by which you change a learner’s emotional response.   
 
Clickerwise 
This non-scientific term - dog trainer lingo –refers to a dog that has learned the concepts of luring, 
capturing, and shaping thus being able to learn at a more rapid rate than an animal that is “not 
clickerwise.”  Arousal or stress can interfere with a dog’s ability to be “clickerwise”.   
  
Compliance Mindset 
When training using compulsion, traditional, force training, the animal is not given a choice.  As a result 
the trainer develops a compliance mindset.  The trainer does not want to give the animal any choice.  
 
Continuation Bridge 
Giving the animal a bridging stimulus without the delivery of a reinforcer until the dog has completed 
the behavior or reaches the area of reinforcement.  Could also be called keep going signal.  
 
Contra-Free Loading 
Animals prefer to work for food when the same food is available for free.  Current research shows that 
self reinforcement and the obligatory species specific response hypothesis are not enough to explain 
this phenomena.  
 
Cortisol 
A hormone manufactured by the adrenal glands which is linked to stress.  Forceful training increases 
levels of cortisol thus it is not recommended.  
 
Countercondition or Counterconditioning 
There are two forms of counterconditioning, classical (or respondent) and operant.  Classical 
counterconditioning is a training process that generally modifies undesired associations (fear) by 
replacing it with desired associations (joy). However because associative learning is not well understood 
by many trainers, this process can be blamed when in reality it is almost always effective providing the 
trainer is skilled. When properly used, this is the most effective process of modifying aggression.  
Classical or Respondent Counterconditioning is the procedure by which you change a learner’s 
emotional response.   
 
Operant counterconditioning is a training process in which the learner is conditioned to perform a 
behavior that is incompatible (DRI) with the undesired behavior, in response to an antecedent that 
originally signaled the undesired behavior. A dog that jumped on the door before being let out now 
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automatically sits when the owner’s hand is on the door knob to open the door. The hand on the door 
knob has become the antecedent for the dog to sit.  
 
Closed Economy 
A training procedure requiring the learner to work for all reinforcement.  If you are using a closed 
economy, your dog never sees a food bowl.  All of the dog’s food is consumed during training sessions.  
While closed economy training can be humanely used,  many trainers have moved away from closed 
economy training by simply emphasizing relationship building through playing games and increasing 
reinforcement history.  Ideally an animal has access to food but chooses to work with a trainer because 
the trainer is providing an extremely fun learning experience.   
 
Cognition 
An animal’s attending to, identifying, categorizing or acting upon information obtained from the 
environment or internal setting events. The mental processes used to acquire, organize and apply 
information.  Ex. A dog that is thinking through the shaping process by offering a variety of behavior, 
random sampling, guessing what the trainer may want.  
 
Cognitive Dissonance 
A psychological defense mechanism that can interfere with critical thinking.  Humans are motivated to 
minimize or eliminate facts which counter their current beliefs by adding new cognitions or by changing 
cognitions or by engaging in behavioral patterns that favor consonance.  Ex. I had to use shock to save 
the dog’s life, ignoring the facts that there are many ways to modify the behavior in question that do not 
require shock.  
 
Confirmation Bias 
A bias for or against certain information to confirm one’s beliefs.  Ex. Every dog I have ever spanked with 
a rolled up newspaper became housetrained so obviously this method works. 
  
Coercive Procedures 
Any procedure that makes use of severe punishment is considered to be coercive. Ethically this is a 
problem and behaviorally it is irresponsible because of the side effects that many such procedures cause 
including aggression of the animal toward humans.  What is coercive can vary greatly from one 
individual to another so it is key to gather info on each animal to avoid accidental coercive procedures. 
Ex. An animal with separation distress should never be given a time out or any sort of training that 
includes the human abruptly departing as a consequence of behavior.  
 
Command 
An antiquated word to signal an animal to perform a behavior which is part of the paradigm of master 
and slave. Because of this, it is less than desirable.  Research shows that commands are viewed by 
humans as demands and consequently are less likely to be complied with.  In contrast a request is 
shown to be more likely to complied with.  We suggest this same concept applies to animals– that 
animals are more likely to comply with a request and are more likely to resist a demand. This, of course, 
is only true if the animal is safe from coercive procedures. If a trainer chooses to force compliance, many 
animals will comply but at the price of damage to the reinforcement history between trainer and animal 
in addition to a variety of counter control and fallout issues.  
 
Commitment Point 
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Commitment point is, based on the individual dog’s ethogram, the moment your dog has made the 
decision to perform the specific behavior you are working on. Ex.  If recalling, the moment the dog snaps 
his head back toward you.  Or if working attention, the moment the dog starts to stare at you with a 
higher level of intensity, often indicated by a slight closing of the mouth. When jumping, the 
commitment point is when the dog has her two front feet in the air. The important concept here for 
training is to click and reinforce commitment which will make for clearer learning and a faster training 
process.   
 
Competing Behavior 
A behavior that keeps interfering with the learning process because it is more reinforcing than the 
behavior you are attempting to train.  Ex. You are trying to train a dog to lie down but he is continuously 
spinning.  The spinning is a competing behavior that is interfering with the laying down training.  Barking 
when training a terrier can also be a competing behavior with quiet.  Competing behaviors are not a 
prompt for a trainer to use aversive stimulation but rather for the trainer to become creative, seek 
supervision and possible veterinary behavioral intervention if the behavior is medically based such as in 
obsessive compulsive disorder.  
 
Compulsive Training or Compulsion Training 
Training that forces the dog to either perform or withhold behaviors in order to escape or avoid 
unpleasant events.  Compulsion training is win/lose or lose/lose and in direct contrast to empowerment 
training.   
 
Conditioned Emotional Response 
A previously neutral stimulus has become a signal for an emotional response.  The sight of the leash and 
collar elicits happy whining and frantic tail wagging by your dog. This is a conditioned emotional 
response. Emma Parson’s game of “where’s the monster?” is also an example of a CER. This game links 
the phrase “where is the monster” with a fun, playful emotional state.  In agility, a common conditioned 
emotional response can be elicited from dogs by the term “ready,” usually an excited emotional 
response. Dogs that see the agility equipment may start becoming very happy and excited.  
Conversely the sight of a shock or prong collar or pressing on a dog’s neck from a prong collar can elicit a 
fearful or aggressive emotional response in a dog.  
 
Conditioned Negative Punisher 
Also known as no reward marker or non-reward marker.  A stimulus, such as a word or phrase, that is 
linked with negative punishment via associative learning. When the dog performs an unwanted behavior 
the trainer says “too bad” and places the dog in time out.  “Too bad” predicts time out for the dog.  Ideal 
training does not need to make use of a CNP.  Marine animal trainers found CNP to elicit aggression in 
their learners and thus developed the No Change Response, also called Least Reinforcing Stimulus.  
 
Conditioned Negative Reinforcer 
A stimulus, such as a sound or word, that acquires reinforcing properties as a result of being associated 
with the withdrawal of an aversive stimulus.  A leashed dog darts out ahead of the handler, the handler 
says “no” and then begins yanking on the leash repeatedly until the dog falls into heel position next to 
the handler.  Not part of clicker training but, unfortunately for dogs, used by many trainers.   
 
Conditioned Punisher 
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A previously neutral stimulus that takes on punishing properties because of repeated pairing with 
punishment.  Ex. The words “time out” become a signal that the dog will be placed in her crate.  “Time 
out is a conditioned negative punisher. The beeping sound of the invisible fence signals to the dog that a 
shock is about to occur.  The beep becomes a conditioned positive punisher. Conditioned positive 
punishers are a win/lose that will likely become a lose/lose.  You won’t have a happy dog or speed if you 
train using conditioned punishers.  When the dog does an unwanted behavior the trainer screams “Boo” 
and throws a noisy object near the dog.  “Boo” becomes a conditioned positive punisher and will elicit 
stress in the dog, and damage the dog/trainer bond.  This may lead to fear of human hands or noise in 
general.  
 
Conditioned Reinforcer 
Anything which was not previously reinforcing that has taken on positively reinforcing properties is a 
conditioned positive reinforcer.  Conversely an object associated with negative reinforcement can 
become a conditioned negative reinforcer.  Conditioned negative reinforcers are subject to fallout and 
are very likely to produce stress.  If training using a negative reinforcement protocol, equipment or 
people or animals associated with that process are likely to become conditioned negative reinforcers.  
The sound of the clicker is a conditioned reinforcer.   
 
Conditioned Response 
Classical conditioning functions because of its associative learning mechanism.  This mechanism of 
associating one thing that was previously neutral with something that automatically emitted a response 
is a conditioned response. If every time the dog hears the sound of the clicker he snaps his head toward 
the trainer, the head snap is a conditioned response.  Ex. Pavlov’s dogs drooling after the bell rang in 
anticipation of food, was a conditioned response.   
 
Conditioned Stimulus. 
A previously neutral stimulus that now signals a specific association. Ex. If your dog drools the moment 
he hears you open the cookie jar then the sound of the cookie jar is a conditioned stimulus that elicits 
drooling. The clank of the cookie jar was previously a neutral sound but by being associated with food it 
has become a conditioned stimulus.  
  
Conditioning  
Respondent conditioning involves the pairing of stimuli.  There are four ways of pairing the 
unconditioned stimulus and conditioned stimulus. The rate of respondent conditioning will vary with the 
degree of CS – US contingency. The interval, contiguity, between the conditioned stimulus and 
unconditioned stimulus also affects how quickly conditioning occurs.  
 
Trace and delayed conditioning present the conditioned stimulus prior to the unconditioned stimulus. In 
trace conditioning the conditioned stimulus begins and ends before the unconditioned stimulus is 
presented.  With delayed conditioning there is an overlap of the conditioned stimulus and 
unconditioned stimulus.  Delayed conditioning is also affected by the length of delay between the 
presentation of the conditioned stimulus and the unconditioned stimulus; these delays are referred to 
as short and long delays  
 
With delayed conditioning initially both short and long-term delays elicit similar results. However, with 
long delay conditioning the interval between the conditioned stimulus and conditioned responses, 
conditioned response latency, gradually increases. The conditioned stimulus becomes not just the 
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presented stimulus but the appearance of the stimulus for a given length of time (Chance 2008 p 70). 
With both trace and delayed conditioning, a conditional response begins to appear after the conditioned 
stimulus is presented as there is a high degree of CS-US contingency and there is an interstimulus 
interval  
 
In simultaneous conditioning and backward conditioning the conditioned stimulus is not presented 
before the unconditioned stimulus but either simultaneously or after the unconditioned stimulus is 
presented. With simultaneous conditioning the conditioned stimulus and unconditioned stimulus are 
presented at exactly the same time, as there is no interval between the conditioned stimulus and 
unconditioned stimulus it makes conditioning very ineffective. Backward conditioning presents the 
unconditioned stimulus before the conditioned stimulus and weakens the contingency between the 
conditioned stimulus and the unconditioned stimulus. In respondent conditioning the amount of 
learning depends on the degree to which the conditioned stimulus predicts the unconditioned stimulus  
 
Confound 
Anything in a study that alters the findings from being accurate is a confound.  This type of mistake can 
be very easy to miss and is why scientific method is both science and art. Experimental designers go to 
great lengths to avoid confounds.  Common confounds are the result of a lack of critical thinking. This is 
why peer reviewed journal publishing is so important and why its absence raises red flags.  
 
Contingent Observation 
Social learning can occur if one learner is placed in a time out while being able to observe another 
learner performing the desired behavior.  If you put one of your dogs in a crate and, in view of the 
crated dog, you perform the behavior and play with the second dog, the crated dog is experiencing 
contingent observation.  (Behavior analysts typically call this an inclusionary time out.) 
 
Consequence 
The quadrant of operant conditioning describes the four possible results that can strengthen or weaken 
a behavior and thus are consequences.  Positive reinforcement, Negative reinforcement, Positive 
punishment and negative punishment are the four learning mechanisms that constitute the 
consequences.  In a functional analysis the antecedent, behavior and consequence are analyzed.  
Operant conditioning follows an ABC formula.  Antecedent  Behavior  Consequence.  (Cue  
behavior  consequence).   
 
Contingency 
If your animal performs a requested behavior, then he will get his dinner.  Getting dinner is a 
contingency of performing the requested behavior.  Ex. If your dog sits politely at the door, then the 
door will be opened for him to race out into the backyard.   An if/then statement.  
 
Contingency Statement 
 
A contingency statement is an if/then statement.  The statement describes the cause and effect 
relationship between the antecedent and behavior or behavior and its consequences.  Y is contingent on 
X. Y is the dependent variable of X. So X would either be the antecedent or the consequence in a 
contingency statement about behavior.  
 
Continuity 
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The period of time delay that occurs prior to reinforcement. Ex. Click, three second pause, then treat.  
Excessive continuity has proven to result in animals producing superstitious behaviors.  
 
Continuous Reinforcement (CRF) 
One of many schedules of reinforcement where the learner is reinforced every single time the behavior 
is performed.  This creates a very reliable performance but also one dependent on the reinforcer, thus 
this schedule of reinforcement can be prone to extinction. This schedule is also called a Fixed Schedule 
1:1. Continuous reinforcement is NOT a recommend schedule of reinforcement as it creates a 
psychological dependency on the reinforcement.  Ex. A terrier that was trained with food and reinforced 
every single time, is unable to perform the prompted behaviors when the food is not present.   When a 
behavior is in early acquisition, you should reinforce every occurrence.  When the behavior is in 
maintenance, you differentially reinforce only the excellent responses.   
 
Correlation 
When two things are related. Ex. When the light turns green and the cars begin to move, we say they 
are correlated.  Correlation does not mean that one is causing the other.  It is very important to 
remember that correlation is NOT causation. In the case of the green light, the green light IS causing the 
drivers to accelerate and move their cars but by the same logic doctors make people sick because sick 
people go to the doctor.  Correlation is not causation. Correlation is a scientific mechanism that 
establishes to what degree two things are positively or negatively correlated.  Positive correlation means 
both things increase together.  Negative correlation means as one increases the other decreases.   
 
Covert Behavior 
Thoughts and feelings are considered covert behavior.  In animal training covert behaviors are often 
accessible behaviorally by establishing and then reading the individual’s signs of stress and signs of joy, 
creating individual ethograms. Even though covert behavior is a private event, it is subject to the same 
principles of learning as overt behavior.   
 
Creativity 
Karen Pryor invented the 101 things to do with a box game which asks an animal to be creative with a 
cardboard box and invent new behaviors. This is one way of training creativity. It is advisable to use 
environmental cues such as placing the learning animal on a specific blanket to prevent him from 
defaulting to the “be creative” game.  Under normal shaping circumstances you will want the animal to 
repeat the clicked behavior, not throw out a completely new behavior.  Creativity is ideally put on cue to 
avoid the learner confusing it with shaping.  
 
Criteria  
A clear idea of what behavior you want the animal to perform, that the animal is mentally and physically 
capable of, that when performed is reinforced. Ex. When the dog’s rump touches the ground [criteria], I 
will click and treat.  
 
 
Criterion 
Whatever behavior you are working toward in a given session is the criterion. It should be something 
that the learner can easily achieve in order for learning to be empowering and fun.  What are your 
criteria for heel position?  How does your dog know he is in heel position?  How do you know your dog is 
in heel position? When you can clearly answer these questions you have set clear criteria.  
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Cue 
A request for a learner to perform a behavior. Also a stimulus that is under stimulus control.  A stimulus 
that has gone thru generalization training is a cue that is likely to be highly effective.  Cues are 
antecedents.   
 
Curriculum 
The behaviors that one is teaching comprise your curriculum. Could also be a bank of behaviors or 
material from which you choose what you will be teaching a given learner.  
 

D 
 
Data 
Information that is scientifically gathered and analyzed to make ideal decisions about behavior 
modification programs.  
 
Dead Person’s Test 
A mechanism of critical thinking used to determine if something is a behavior or not.  If a dead person 
can do it, it isn’t behavior.  This test can be used in the creation of behavior goals and behavior 
modification plans. Conversely as Bob Bailey says, “we get what we train not what we want”, so this test 
also applies to developing behavior modification plans that will actually result in the goal behavior 
rather than in what you thought you wanted.  Ex. Correcting a dog with a leash pop for not sitting when 
the dog was just standing there.  This leash pop, will actually function to increase the behavior of just 
standing there because of the dead person’s test.    
 
Decision Point or Commitment Point 
A term that refers to something about the dog’s behavior suggesting the dog has made a commitment.  
In agility, it is generally common to say that the dog has committed to an obstacle when the dog has two 
feet over or on the obstacle.   
 
Default Behavior 
The behavior that has the highest likelihood of occurring; a preferred behavior.  It could be the first 
behavior trained, or a behavior that is assumed to be enjoyable to the dog.   
 
Delay Conditioning 
See conditioning.  
 
Delay of Reinforcement 
Not ideal when a behavior is in acquisition and not yet under ideal stimulus control; this refers to the 
delay of positive reinforcement.  Delay of reinforcement is used when a keep going signal is given, 
informing the learner they are on the right track but that reinforcement is not yet coming.   
 
 
Deprivation 
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Deprivation is comprised of both ethical and unethical deprivation.  Starving an animal to lose a 
percentage of normal body weight, excessive social isolation, lack of environmental enrichment are all 
unethical forms of deprivation.  Ethical deprivation is measuring an animal’s full daily ration and using it 
to conduct training sessions (closed economy).  
 
Desensitization 
Presentation of a stimulus at a level of intensity that elicits little or no response from the dog, then 
gradually increasing the intensity of the stimulus (Karen Pryor).  This is the process by which a fearful 
dog will get used to the bang of the teeter, and the movement of the teeter, but only if the 
approximations are tiny and the training very gradual.   
 
Differential Outcome Effect (DOE) 

Learners are capable of distinguishing less (smaller) and more (larger). You can then use these smaller 
and larger quantities of a positive reinforcer to teach a dog a discrimination or to select for a behavior of 
"better" quality.  DOE can be used to create speed and to capture low probability behavior. Ex: Speed- 
dog sits with a one second latency after the cue, trainer click and treats and gives one cookie. Next 
repetition, the dog sits with minimal latency and trainer clicks and treats and very quickly gives a handful 
of treats while verbally throwing a party for the dog, bringing a lot of happy attitude and energy to the 
positive reinforcement party. The dog will be much more likely to repeat the minimal latency behavior. 
Giving a dog a larger quantity does *not* magically stamp what they are learning into the memory of 
the dog but large quantity does effect motivation.  

Differential Reinforcement of Excellent Behavior (DRE) 
A schedule of reinforcement that is used by a trainer to reinforce more excellent (faster, minimal 
latency/high fluency performances). Dogs are able to learn the pattern of DRE you are using. If you 
consistently reinforce for fast, minimal latency and accurate performances the animal will default to 
doing things quickly, with minimal latency and accurate.   
 
Differential Reinforcement Schedules 
Differential Reinforcement — reinforcement of some behaviors but not others, depending on some 
specified properties of the behavior.   
There are three types of differential reinforcement schedules that are most commonly used by dog 
trainers: 
Differential Reinforcement of Excellent Behavior (DRE).  A schedule of reinforcement that is used by a 
trainer to reinforce more excellent behaviors (faster, minimal latency/high fluency performances). Dogs 
are able to learn the pattern of DRE you are using. If you consistently reinforce for fast, minimal latency 
and accurate performances the animal will default to doing things quickly, with minimal latency and 
more accuracy.   
Differential Reinforcement of Other Behavior (DRO).  A schedule that a trainer can use to selectively 
decrease a behavior that is unwanted by differentially reinforcing all other behaviors.  Ex. Dog is clicked 
and treated for anything he does as long as he is not barking, barking is the undesired behavior.  
Differential Reinforcement of Incompatible Behavior (DRI).  A schedule of reinforcement used by a 
trainer that selects for a behavior that is incompatible with the undesired behavior.  Ex. Clicking and 
treating for sit when the dog jumps on people. 
 
Differential Reinforcement of Low Rates of Behavior (DRL) 
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This is similar to shaping the absence of a behavior except you are working to decrease a behavior, not 
extinguish it.  This would be applicable to a dog that has a barking problem, agreeing to allow the dog to 
bark three times and, if he does so, he has access to some positive reinforcement.  In animal training it is 
probably much easier to install a cue (“quiet”) to stop the barking than to train on a schedule of DRL.  
 
Differential Reinforcement of Zero Rates 
The same as Differential Reinforcement of Other behavior.  
 
 
Direct Observation 
 
The goal of direct observation is to pinpoint the source of the problem by factually understanding the 
functional relationships between the antecedents, behavior and consequence. The process provides 
quantitative data which cannot infer causal relationships but it can identify correlations between the 
different variables.  
 
 
Discrimination 
Refers to the animal’s ability to differentiate between a conditioned stimulus and an unconditioned 
stimulus.   
 
Discrimination Training 
Any training process that requires the learner to discriminate is discrimination training.  Teaching a dog 
the difference between the cues “tunnel” and “A frame” is discrimination training.  One strategy is to 
start with the obstacles very far apart and then gradually move them closer together maintaining a 
success rate of 90% during all approximations.  
 
Discriminative Stimulus 
Abbreviated SD — a stimulus which signals that a particular response will be reinforced. Cues are 
discriminative stimuli. There is a trend to refer to the discriminative stimulus as the Evocative Stimulus 
which is abbreviated SEv. 
 
Displacement Behaviors 
Also called signs of stress, or distance increasing signals.  Any behavior exhibited by an animal that is 
associated with stress.  Individual ethograms can be very helpful in identifying displacement behaviors.  
Sniffing and scratching are common displacement behaviors.    
 
Distractors 
In dog training lingo called proofs --items, people or other dogs placed in a fashion to present the 
learner with options that are distractions from the ideal choice.  Distraction training ideally maintains a 
90% success rate in order to pattern success rather than failure.  Distraction training does not include 
corrections (positive punishment or negative reinforcement for incorrect choices).  In ideal training the 
emphasis is always on the ideal behaviors.  
 
Domestication 
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A lengthy genetic process that produces changes that which creates an animal’s dependence on 
humans.  Domestication is not something subject to behavior modification.  A wolf can be tamed 
through training but a wolf will not become a dog because of behavior modification.   
 
Dominance 
A theory that is used with social animals within the same species to predict the winner of a conflict 
when fighting over a resource.  Scientifically, dominance only applies to two beings of the same species, 
thus a human cannot be dominant over a dog nor can a dog be dominant over a human.  In a wolf pack 
the dominant beings are the wolf pups; however, wolf researchers have moved away from alpha 
terminology and are now using terms that correspond with the role of the particular animal in the family 
unit.  
 
Dopamine 
A neurotransmitter known to affect motivation, movement and emotional responses.  
 
Drive 
Not a scientific term, but dog trainer lingo.  The “energy” that activates an animal to attempt to meet a 
real or perceived need.  This term is often used interchangeably with motivation. Ex. The dog is high 
drive - he demands work by pacing and having difficulty relaxing if he has not been exercised for an hour 
a day.  
 
Duration Behavior 
A behavior that must persist for a specific period of time. Ex. A down stay that lasts for two minutes.  
 

E 
 
Elicit 
A term that applies to Classical Conditioning and reflexive behaviors. These behaviors are not under 
voluntary control and thus are elicited by the learner in contrast to evoked which is a behavior that is 
under voluntary control and subject to Operant Conditioning.  Eye blinks, emotions and digestive juices 
are all examples of elicited behaviors.  
 
Emotion 
A coordinated state that adjusts to behavioral and physiological responses to stimuli in order to 
motivate behavior to take advantage of opportunities or to cope with stress.  
 
Emotional Contagion 
The phenomenon by which an emotional state spreads from one being to another. Ex. One dog starts to 
show fear of a trash can so the second dog also becomes fearful.  Dog owner tenses and holds her 
breath and her dog starts barking and lunging at an unfamiliar dog.  
 
Empathy 
The ability to identify and “feel” the emotion of another being.  Higher empathy is associated with being 
more effective at identifying another being’s modes of thought and moods. Empathy has been proven to 
exist in many mammals including: mice, rats and dogs.  
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Epigenesis 
The interaction of a beings’ genes and environment in determining the expression of traits, via gene 
activation or deactivation, during development. Epigenetic processes are the result of intense long term 
learning.  
 
Ethology 
The study of the biology of behavior by understanding causes and consequences of behavior 
developmentally and physiologically.  
 
Ethogram 
Comprehensive gathering and catalogue of behavioral signals showing relationships between beings of a 
species.  
 
Errorless Learning 
An ideal way of training making use of training approximations that do not include failures of any single 
trial. Using Errorless Learning, the learner does not rehearse any failures; only the ideal behavior is 
practiced.  
 
Escape 
Any training procedure that relies on the learner desiring to flee or move away from aversive 
stimulation.  Escape is the means by which negative reinforcement functions.  For example, you can’t 
escape the annoying “ding, ding, ding” in your car unless you fasten your seat belt.  
 
Establishing Operations (EO) 
If you have your dog skip a meal prior to a training session you are establishing operations so that your 
dog will be hungry and be motivated to work for food. The use of non-contingent reinforcement can 
decrease a dog’s motivation for food thus it is also part of establishing operations. Deprivation and 
satiation also are part of establishing operations.  Deprivation of food increases the value of food.  
Satiation of food decreases the value of food; both are part of establishing operations.  EO is sometimes 
also called Motivating Operations.  
 
Evoke 
A term that applies to Operant Conditioning and voluntary behaviors.  In psychology the term is emitted. 
These behaviors are said to be under voluntary control so the learner can choose to perform them, in 
contrast to elicited behaviors which are reflexive and not under voluntary control.  Sit, downs, 
obedience or agility behaviors are all evoked behaviors.  
 
Exploratory Behavior 
Investigative behavior that helps an animal gather information about an unfamiliar or novel 
environment, related to curiosity. Exploratory behavior functions to minimize stress associated with 
novelty.  
 
Extinction or Extinguishing  
A procedure which can occur Operantly and/or respondently; as a lack of reinforcement leads to the 
occurrence of the behavior to gradually stop.  Note: you can’t extinguish a self-reinforcing behavior.  
Many dog behaviors are self-reinforcing such as barking, digging and so on.   
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Extinction Burst 
When extinction is occurring a sudden recovery of the behavior prior to extinction is an extinction burst.  
Ex. The dog stopped demand barking then demand barked five more times before completely giving up.  
 

 
F 
 
Fading 
The overall goal of training is to not need prompts, so the gradually removal of a food lure, a hand signal 
or a target is called fading.  Ideally any prompt is faded rapidly to avoid prompt dependence.  Ex. The 
owner first uses the cookie to prompt a sit which is then faded into an air cookie raised hand signal, 
which is faded into just a finger lift which is faded to just a verbal cue of “sit”. 
 
Failure to Generalize 
Generalization refers to the learner being able to perform the trained behavior in a variety of settings.  
Not all animals generalize equally well.  Trainers must always be aware of environmental cues that can 
cause failure to generalize.  An animal cannot be blamed for failure to generalize, rather it is a signal for 
the training program to require adjusting.  Even the type of clothing you wear can influence learning.  A 
dog trained to perform heel by a person wearing pants may not know how to heel if a person is wearing 
a skirt.  
 
Feedback 
Something that trainers and behavior consultants must be open to at all times and from all clients.  The 
most unflattering feedback can be the most beneficial for many reasons.  Solicit feedback by asking how 
is the training process going for you at various intervals.   
 
Fixed Action Pattern 
See Modal Action Pattern 

 
Fixed Interval Schedule 
A schedule of reinforcement that dictates that the first correct response after a set amount of time has 
passed is reinforced (i.e., a consequence is delivered).  The time period required is always the same, 
therefore predictable to the animal.    
 
Fixed Ratio Schedule 
A schedule of reinforcement that is intermittent which makes use of a contingency such as the learner 
emitting a certain number of responses prior to being reinforced.  Ex. The dog touches his nose to the 
palm of your hand five times before you click and treat.  This is a fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement 
FR 5:1.  
 
Flooding 
Used in exposure therapy, this term refers to exposing the learner to something they prefer to avoid.  As 
the name implies, it is unpleasant and forceful.  It is impossible to use flooding without aversive 
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stimulation.  Ideal training, especially when working with reactive and aggressive animals, avoids 
flooding.  Systematic desensitization is the preferred alternative to flooding especially when paired with 
powerful positive reinforcement to create an emotional shift in the learner.  
 
Fluency  
The goal of training, a combination of accuracy and fast response to a cue.  Ex. The trainer, while doing a 
jumping jack, says “sit” and the dog immediately sits, demonstrating a high degree of fluency.  
 
Force Free Training 
Training that maximizes fun and minimizes stress for the learners.  Training that minimizes negative 
punishment and avoids the use of positive punishment and negative reinforcement as much as possible. 
Force free training avoids the use of squirt bottles, objects thrown at or near animals, shock of any type, 
choke or prong collars.  
 
Forward Chaining 
In contrast to back chaining, in forward chaining you do the first part of the behavior first and then 
continue to build the chain to the last behavior.   Forward chaining is scientifically proven to be less 
effective than backward chaining, but is rampant in dance, music and martial arts classes! 
 
Forward Conditioning 
See conditioning. 
 
Functional Assessment 
 
The first part of the Functional Assessment is the Informant Interview where anecdotal information 
about the problem behavior is obtained. The Direct Observation phase follows where behavior is 
observed and the relationship between the variables is measured and correlated. The final part of the 
Functional Assessment is the Functional Analysis where we test the relationship between the behavior 
and its environment; we conduct an experimental study. The intended final product of the Functional 
Assessment is a contingency statement that the behaviorist has confidence in. The contingency 
statement details in simple terms the antecedents, behaviors and consequences in measurable terms. 
The contingency statement clearly defines the problem behavior, how it is evoked and how it is 
maintained. The contingency statement identifies the stimuli, SD that reliably evoke the behavior and 
the more distant antecedent that motivate operations and set the context for the behavior. The 
postcedents are also identified and those that are functionally related to the behavior are labeled as 
consequences 
 
Function of the Behavior 
Any variable maintaining a behavior is the function of the behavior.  These things are:  reinforcers, 
attention seeking, avoidance, escape and sensory reinforcers.  Ex. A Border Collie requires no food or 
toy reinforcement for staring at the dog’s chasing the disc because watching movement is the function 
of the watching behavior.   
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Functional Analysis 
The functional analysis is a single subject experiment that tests the consultants’   hypothesis, the 
contingency statement. The functional analysis should only be carried out if the initial interview and 
direct observation did not reveal trends in the problem behavior and or components of the contingency 
statement are still unclear. A functional analysis should be performed by a trained professional with a 
minimal invasive approach, a clearly defined plan to test only what is necessary and with careful 
consideration to the safety and security of all involved. There must also be consent from the animals’ 
guardian and the animals’ behavior must be measured, pre, during and post any intervention. 
 
The functional analysis is designed to test the relationship between the hypothesized controlling 
antecedents and the behavior and/or the hypothesized maintaining relationship between the behavior 
and its consequence.  

 
The functional analysis sets up different independent variables and confirms or refutes their effect on 
the dependent variable.   The goal is to analysis what is and what is not evoking and or maintaining the 
behavior so an effective behavior change program can be designed. The experiment should only cover 
areas of the contingency statement that are unclear and not everything. The consultant must also take 
into consideration, during the experiment, that setting events and motivating operations should not be 
overlooked as they can contribute indirectly to the contingencies.  
 
Determining the Antecedent and Consequence of a specific behavior which a specific individual is 
emitting.  Ex. A dog is barking at a garbage truck:  Antecedent is the arrival of the garbage truck, the 
behavior is the barking and the consequence is that the truck moves away!  Antecedent Control 
protocols can be a great way to modify the problem of barking at garbage trucks.  A way to double check 
your work of functionally analyzing a behavior is to be sure that you have an environment, followed by 
behavior, followed by environment. 
 
Free Shaping or Free Behavior Shaping 
Free refers to the lack of guidance from the trainer in the process of shaping by approximation.  The 
ultimate example of free shaping is using a Skinner box in which only the being is present.   Free shaping 
requires a high level of skill from the trainer to avoid unnecessary frustration in the learner.  Free 
shaping a behavior that you ultimately want to be very precise, may not be a good idea — precise 
behaviors usually require some prompting.  Guided shaping is generally a better choice for training 
especially if accuracy is valued.  Guided shaping makes use of luring after the click and also uses physical 
barriers to decrease random sampling.  
 

G 
 
Generalization 
The process of generalizing. Ex. The animal has generalized coming when called to all environments so 
she reliably comes when called in all settings.   
 
Generalizing or Proofing 
The process of performing a trained behavior in different contexts and conditions beyond the level of 
acquisition into maintenance.  
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Generalized Settings 
Any environment outside of the original one where the behavior in question was taught. Ex. If you 
taught your animal to sit in the kitchen, then any other room in the house or any area outside of the 
house is a Generalized Setting.  
 

H 
 
Habituate or Habituation 
The gradual decline in a fearful reaction after repeated exposure to a stimulus. Ex.  When you put your 
dog on the wobble board and within a few minutes the dog stops showing any concern about the 
movement under her feet, she has habituated to the movement.  Habituation is a form of non-
associative learning. The stimulus has become irrelevant in contrast to alarming.  

 
Hand Over Hand Prompt 
The process of the human teacher placing her hand over the human learner’s hand and guiding it in the 
desired fashion.  Can be helpful when teaching a person how to pet a dog, hold a leash or click a clicker.   
 
Hierarchy 
Humans form social hierarchies making them prone to projecting dominance onto others and then 
viewing such “dominate” behaviors as a treat.  Avoid using labels with your clients that make use of 
hierarchies asking them to describe what they see instead.  
 
High Order Conditioning 
High order conditioning takes place when a well-established conditioned stimulus is paired with a 
neutral stimulus to elicit a conditioned response. High order conditioning takes place in the absence of 
an unconditioned stimulus. With high order conditioning many more stimuli can come to elicit 
conditional responses not just those paired with an unconditioned stimulus, thus enhancing the ability 
of the animal to adapt and survive.  But high order conditioning also affects and influences many 
emotional reactions such as fear. 
 
Imprinting 
The capacity to learn certain types of information at specific critical learning periods associated with 
development. Critical learning periods are also called sensitive periods or fear periods.  
 
Imitation 
In behavior analysis this word is reserved for actions or sounds that are copied.  The teacher models the 
behavior and the student imitates.  In pushball humans can get on all fours and push the ball with their 
nose below the mid-section of the ball.  Most dogs will copy this behavior and do the same action.  In 
human psychology imitation refers to a copied behavior chain.   
 
Impulsivity 
Impulsive animals, when given a choice, will chose the behavior that produces a more immediate but 
smaller reinforcement in contrast to performing that of longer duration or complexity for a larger 
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reward.  Animals that lack impulse control usually have decreased bite inhibition and take longer to 
learn duration behaviors.  Lack of impulse control usually responds well to self-control training games.   
 
Informant Interview 
 
The informant interview is the interview process between the behaviorist and the animals’ guardians. 
The goal is to collect information from the animals’ guardians to assist in developing a contingency 
statement. During the interview the behaviorist has to take the answers provided by the animals’ 
guardian, that are often interpretations of behavior, and convert their answers through additional 
questioning into “clear descriptions of the actual observable and quantifiable behavior involved. be 
established. The behaviorist must develop a clear concise, measurable description of the problem 
behavior or behaviors. It is also important to understand the setting events, the context, that makes the 
problem behavior more likely. It is necessary to understand the motivating operations that influence the 
value of the consequences such as satiation, deprivation and any conditioned emotional responses such 
as fear or aggression.  Discriminative stimuli should be identified alongside the consequences that follow 
the behavior. We need to be able to answer, ‘what does the animal get out of this situation? 
The behaviorist should rate the efficiency of the problematic behavior particularly if there are several 
problematic behaviors at play.  The history of the behavior should be sought and the results, if any, from 
previous behavioral change programs. During the interview it is also advisable to ask the animals’ 
guardians what alternative behaviors they would feel are more appropriate and acceptable  
When the informant interview is complete the behaviorist can develop a preliminary contingency 
statement that will help with developing further questions 
 
Instrumental Learning 
Another term for Operant Conditioning.  
 
Intermittent Reinforcement 
In contrast to continuous reinforcement this means you are going to be reinforcing intermittently. 
Intermittent reinforcement is more resistant to extinction than continuous reinforcement.  
 
Intermittent Bridging 
The technique of bridging but not reinforcing and instead intermittently reinforcing after the bridging 
stimulus; is often used in zoos or in marine animal training.  These trainers state that using intermittent 
bridging keeps the learning process more fluid and makes learning more interesting to the learners.  
They describe animals who refuse the food and just wanting to work for the bridging stimulus because 
they want to solve the puzzle of what they are learning.   
 
Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Reinforcement 
Intrinsic reinforcement can be viewed as the learner doing the behavior for the fun of it.  Retrieving a 
ball is intrinsically reinforcing to many dogs.  There is no extrinsic reinforcement (food, verbal or tactile 
stimulation) needed to maintain the behavior.   
 
Involuntary Behavior 
Respondent conditioning deals with involuntary behaviors.  These are reflexive behaviors that are not 
consciously controlled.  Ex. Eye blinking in response to an air puff or salivating in response to smelling 
good food.  
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J 
 
Jackpot 
A dog trainer term used to describe a special type of reinforcement where more food, additional play or 
more quantity or quality of reinforcer is being used. Jackpots that are used to discriminate between two 
behaviors or between a certain aspect of the behavior do work because of Differential Outcome Effect. 
Research shows that jackpots don't magically stamp something into the dog's memory, other factors like 
ending a session on an ideal approximation very well may, because of primacy and recency (see 
Differential Outcome Effect) and its effect on memory. Jackpots do influence motivation as dogs can 
distinguish between larger and smaller quantities. When discussing jackpots be sure to establish the 
exact meaning of the word in context because it is used for a variety of scenarios.  
 
Jolly Routine 
A training tool that makes use of emotional contagion by the owner and/or trainer behaving cheerfully 
to prompt a happy emotional state in the animal being trained.  Often used in situations that are 
potentially scary to the learner to avoid fear and stress and to encourage resilience.  
 
Jump Start 
Also called reinforcer sampling.  You allow the dog to see the reinforcer you plan to use. Ex. Visually 
flashing food or a toy as a way to help get the dog motivated.  Another example is letting the dog lick or 
sniff the treat as a way of building motivation.   
 

K 
 
Keep Going Signal 
An auditory or visual signal that indicates to the learner that if the learner continues this behavior or 
chain, that reinforcement will be coming.  In the 1960s Bob Bailey developed a “Keep Going System” for 
the military-- in which cats that had microphones implanted in them, where directed to keep going in a 
specific direction via the continuation of a specific sound.  
 

L 
 
Latency 
The time period between the cue and the initiation of the behavior. Fluency is attained if you have 
minimal latency.  Ex. Trainer says “sit” – dog sits immediately within less than one second sits.   
 
Latent Learning 
A form of learning that occurs without reinforcement, but is not behaviorally observable until a later 
time.  Latent learning demonstrates that reinforcement does not need to be present for learning to 
occur. Ex. Trainer attempts to train dog to hit button with his foot.  Dog only hits button with his nose, 
never offering the foot, trainer puts dog up and the next day the dog immediately presses the button 
with his foot.  
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Learned Helplessness 
Originally discovered by Martin Seligman while he was researching depression.  Learned helplessness is 
a condition where the animal stops attempting to control the environment and instead gives up.  Beings 
in learned helplessness require physical manipulation in order to regain the ability to learn and become 
empowered again.  Dogs in rescues or in shelters that are totally shut down and not moving or eating 
are in learned helplessness.  
 
Learned Irrelevance 
Also called the pre-exposure effect. A psychological phenomenon that occurs when repeated exposure 
to a stimulus not connected to a contingency causes the stimulus to become meaningless.  There is no 
fear present when learned irrelevance occurs, instead it addresses how repeated cues or other stimuli 
can come to become meaningless.  Ex. Dog owner incessantly chatters so chatter becomes irrelevant to 
the dog.  
 
Learned Laziness 
A problematic contingency when an animal has been exposed to non-contingent reinforcement for a 
period of time resulting in the animal that is lacking motivation.  This is most often seen in pets that are 
on a free feeding schedule and are given treats non-contingently on a consistent basis.  
 
Learning 
A measurable change in behavior as a result of experience resulting in new behaviors. Our dogs are 
always learning.  What is your dog learning right now? The phases of learning of specific cues are 
commonly understood to be: acquisition, fluency and then generalization. 
 
Learning Set 
The phenomenon that occurs when an animal learns the patterns by which he is being trained and thus 
is able to learn more quickly.  This is why force free training is such a great gift to animal trainers: it 
helps dogs learn to learn, increasing their abilities to problem solve.  This ability can then be applied to 
other learning situations.  
 
Least Reinforcing Stimulus 
Developed by marine animal trainers, a form of negative punishment where the trainer goes to a neutral 
response.  This is referred to as the LRS.  To avoid fall out and counter control from frustration, the LRS 
is put on a very infrequent variable reinforcement schedule.  Also called No Change Response.  Ex. 
Trainer gives cue” down”, dog sits instead, trainer goes neutral for five seconds.  
 
Limited Hold or Limited Hold Schedule 
The first response after a specific period of time is reinforced.  For the purpose of animal training, 
Limited Holds are used to reduce latency and increase frequency.  Ex. Trainer says “sit.” If the dog 
immediately sits, the trainer clicks and treats. If the dog does not sit quickly there is no click and treat. 
Only fast responses to the cue “sit” are reinforced.  
 
Limbic System 
The area and pathways in the mammalian brain that controls emotional behaviors, feelings and moods.  
 
Loading 
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As in “loading the clicker” — the respondent process of creating an association between the clicker 
sound and the reinforcing stimulus which results in the clicking sound taking on reinforcing properties.  
By pairing the click with a treat the click itself becomes reinforcing to the animal. This loading process is 
not permanent; it is possible to click repeatedly and not reinforce and eventually the “loading” will be 
undone, the association is no longer there.  
 
L-Theanine 
An amino acid nutritional supplement often used with dogs that has prompted improvement for many 
dogs that have fear issues.  Studies report it working well for noise phobias however many dog owners 
report improvement anecdotally. Vets sell the supplements as Composure and Anxitane both of which 
have been shown to reduce fear and anxiety in dogs.  There are no known levels of toxicity of L-
Theanine in humans or rodents.  
 
Lumping and Splitting 
Accidentally or deliberately combining training criteria to the point where it is confusing to the animal is 
lumping.  Lumping is tempting to trainers because it seems efficient, but in reality it causes learning 
delays.  Splitting is the solution to lumping in that it breaks down behaviors or behavior chains to an 
ideal training plan.  Ex. Trying to teach a dog who has never been trained to sit and down and spin in the 
same session at the same time is an extreme example of lumping.  Splitting would be teaching the dog a 
verbal marker that will help aid learning (loading a clicker), then working one behavior at a time.   
 
Luring or Prompting 
Using food or targeting as a means of getting behavior.  Lures and prompts, while able to get behavior 
quickly, require the additional work of fading.  
 

M 
 
Magnitude 
An emitted behavior’s level of magnitude is based on the intensity of the behavior. The loudness of a 
bark or the force of motor responses.  Ex.  A terrier trained to close the door on the cue of “close” leaps 
at the door with such magnitude that the door loudly slams shut.  Magnitude can be modified although 
a high magnitude in motor responses is usually desired by dog sport enthusiasts.   
 
Maintenance 
The phase of training in which stimulus control has been attained.  Cue response occurs both accurately 
and with minimal latency.  The proofing part of the training process has been completed. Ex. The dog 
sits on cue even when the trainer lays on the floor or calls the cue from another room.  
 
Management 
Preventing the animal from being exposed to the antecedent stimulus. An important tool in behavior 
modification as it prevents the rehearsal of the undesired behavior. Ex. Dog’s trainer moves dog behind 
a car to preventing the dog from seeing the stranger; so that the dog does not rehearse barking and 
lunging.  
 
Marker 
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Also called bridging stimulus.  Any word, sound or stimulus that is used to signal that reinforcement is 
coming. Ex. The click sound of the clicker.  
 
 
Matching Law 
A concurrent schedule of reinforcement that states that there is a quantitative relationship between 
rates of response and rates of reinforcement. Ex. If you train a behavior using 200 approximations and 
you spend a week reinforcing each approximation and after a month you get the end behavior, that end 
behavior will NOT be reliable because the animal has a huge reinforcement history with the 200 
approximations and very little reinforcement history with the actual end behavior.  Thus HOW you train 
the behavior (efficiently and quickly and accurately) is extremely important.  Another example is if an 
animal has been rehearsing barking and jumping at the door way for three years that behavior will be 
harder to modify than if the animal had been doing that behavior for three days.  
 
Memory 
A key component of learning is the ability to recall a previous event and its circumstances.  An animal 
cannot learn contingencies or associations without memory. Ex. Dog remembers that the last five times 
he sat at the door while greeting a stranger he got clicks and treats, so he sits at the door when the 
doorbell rings.   
 
Measurement 
The measurement process provides quantitative data which cannot infer causal relationships but it can 
identify correlations between the different variables. When collecting baseline data, it is important to 
have a data collection plan. The plan includes a data collection form that identifies the stratification 
areas of data to be mined and operational definitions that accurately define what the behavior is and 
what constitutes a recordable event. The data collection plan clarifies which dimensions of the behavior 
will be measured, frequency, duration or intensity. It is not always necessary to measure all the 
dimensions and consideration should be placed on the dimension that is most useful given the behavior 
and its setting events. 
 
Data is best obtained from as few trials as possible without limiting the quality and accuracy of the data.  
Measurement should continue until trends emerge. When the data has been collected it will be 
essential to revise the contingency statement developed during and post the informant interview. The 
data collection process will reveal new evidence and information about the functional relationship 
between the variables.   
 
 
Merged Behavior 
A behavior that is comprised of different behaviors which are then merged into a final result.  Not to be 
confused with a behavior chain which is a sequence of behaviors.  Ex. Heeling is a merged behavior, 
teaching eye contact, front leg paddling and heel position separately these behaviors are then merged 
into one behavior which is flashy head up paddling heeling.   
 
Mirror Neurons 
Neurons which fire when performing a specific behavior or watching another animal perform that 
specific behavior.  Part of social learning and emotional contagion.   
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Modal Action Pattern 
Also formerly called Fixed Action Pattern, instinct, or innate behavior. An innate pattern of coordinated 
behaviors that have a somewhat fixed form and need not to be learned.  Modal Action Patterns may 
interfere with the training process.  Once the action pattern is triggered, the animal will continue with 
the series of behaviors even if the environmental trigger for it has been removed.  Border Collies can get 
what agility trainers call “sticky,” stopping or moving very slowly when their predatory modal action 
pattern is activated.   
 
 
Modeling 
A form of social learning where the teacher models the behavior for the learner and the learner copies 
that behavior. Ex. A dog that is standing may see a dog sitting and getting a cookie.  The standing dog 
may then offer the sit behavior. A study has shown that humans modeling a play bow to dogs does 
prompt dogs to respond with play bows in turn.  Modeling is also a term used for molding a dog into 
positions so I think we need to add that?  
 
Motivating Operations 
Motivating operations are stimuli that make the reinforcer involved more or less valuable.  
Deprivation of the reinforcer generally makes the behavior more likely because it makes accessing that 
reinforcer more valuable. Satiation of the reinforcer tends to make the reinforcer less valuable at that 
time and hence makes the behavior less likely to be evoked by the stimulus.  Emotional responses also  
motivate behaviors. The emotional responses influences how valuable the reinforcer is and so they 
impact the stimulus that  evokes the behavior.  
 
Motivation 
Emotional energy that elicits an animal to engage in behavior. Ex. The high energy Border Collie wanted 
to play fetch for hours because her motivation was so high.  
 
Multiple Contingencies 
Term that describes a learning situation where multiple layers of learning are taking place.  Ex. Owner 
sprays dog with vinegar water when he barks.  Dog learns to stop barking.  Dog learns spray bottles are 
scary.  Dog learns to move away quickly when his owner raises his arm.   The intent of the owner was to 
address the barking but because of multiple contingencies more learning was occurring.  
 

N 
 
Negative Contrast 
A decrease of motivation as a result of the presentation of a lower value reinforcer after the 
presentation of a high value reinforcer. Ex. The trainer runs out of liverwurst so she switches to kibble.  
The dog is barely motivated by the kibble, loses focus and eventually quits working.  Negative contrast is 
something to avoid in your training.  Make sure that all your reinforcers are of high value to your animal.  
A variety of high value reinforcers is ideal.  
 
Negative Punishment 
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A procedure that involves the animal losing access to something they desire. Ex.  Taking away the food 
bowl, removing the cookie from the dog’s nose, or withdrawing your attention are all examples of 
negative punishment.  Another example is timing your dog out in her crate for a 20 seconds to two 
minutes. Longer periods of time out are not advisable as the animal may get bored and is less likely to 
create an association between cause and effect.  
 
Negative Reinforcement 
The continuation of an aversive stimulus until the compliance of the animal is obtained at which point 
the aversive stimulus is removed. This procedure that can range from mildly to severely aversive to the 
learner. Repeatedly yanking on your dog’s leash to force her into heel position is an example of negative 
reinforcement. 
 
Neuroplasticity 
The ability of neurons to change over a long period of time with intense exposure to learning. Can be 
modest after learning or remarkable after trauma.   
 
Neurotransmitter 
A biochemical that is released at one end of a nerve cell which then acts on the receptor of the next 
nerve cell.   
 
Neutral Stimulus 
An antecedent stimulus, in classical conditioning, that has no effect on the behavior that is elicited. A 
stimulus that has no effect when used as a consequence.  Ex. Your dog performs a sit-stay even though 
there is a overhead fan spinning.  The overhead fan is a neutral stimulus.  Your dog, after performing the 
sit-stay, is given a treat while you scratch your leg, the stimulus of you scratching your leg does not 
interfere with your dog eating the treat so it is also a neutral stimulus.  
 
No Change Response 
See least reinforcing stimulus. 
 
Non-Associative Learning 
A change in reflexive behavior that is the result of exposure to stimuli that are not associated with 
positive or negative consequences.  Examples are habituation and sensitization.   
 
Non-Contingent Reinforcement 
Reinforcement that occurs without requiring the performance of a specific or even any behavior.  Non-
contingent reinforcement can create learned laziness.  Ex. Feeding treats to your dog even though she is 
not engaging in a specific behavior is an example of non-contingent reinforcement.   
 
Non-Violent Communication 
A process of communicating that is ideal in difficult situations with verbal beings.  The process follows a 
three step process: 1. Empathize 2. Identify feelings 3. Address needs.  
 
Novel Stimuli 
An occurrence that the animal has not previously experienced. Ex. A 4-week old puppy walks on grass 
for the first time, grass is the novel stimulus. 
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O 
 
One Trial Learning 
A single presentation of behavior consequence resulting in changes in behavior. 
 
Operant Conditioning 
A form of learning discovered by BF Skinner that makes use of three stages: Antecedent, Behavior and 
Consequence. It creates an associative learning as to which behavior changes will result in 
reinforcement or punishment.  Ex. The dog is cued to sit, the trainer clicks the clicker when the dog sits 
and gives a treat.  The dog learns that sitting can get him a click and a treat.  
 
Operant conditioning works in four ways:  Positive Reinforcement, Positive Punishment, Negative 
Reinforcement and Negative Punishment.   

Positive Reinforcement 
The adding of a reinforcing stimulus, something the animal wants, with the intention of 
increasing the animal’s behavior.  
Positive Punishment  
The adding of a punishing stimulus, something the animal does not want, with the intention of 
stopping or decreasing behavior. 
Negative Reinforcement 
The continuous application of an aversive stimulus that the animal does not want, and only 
removing it once the animal has complied with what the trainer wants with the intention of 
increasing a behavior. 
Negative Punishment 
The removal of a positively reinforcing stimulus, something the animal wants, in order to 
decrease a specific behavior.  

 
Operant Extinction 
Operant extinction is a behavior decreasing process that involves prevention of the reinforcement for 
the target behavior.  To extinguish a behavior, the reinforcement is withheld for the problem behavior.  
 
Opposition Reflex 
Sometimes called the balancing reflex.  The opposition reflex is when an animal leans into pressure 
rather than yielding to it (scientifically known as positive thigmotaxis) or the tendency for an animal to 
resist pressure. 
 
Optimal Foraging Theory 
The behavioral economics of nature.  Animals will forage expending the least amount of energy for the 
most amount of food.  
 
 
Overshadowing 
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In respondent conditioning, if two or more conditioned stimuli occur at the same time, only the most 
strongly perceived stimulus will be processed. Overshadowing is related to stimulus salience as the 
strongest stimulus is the most salient one.  The salient stimulus will overshadow the weaker stimulus. 
Ex.  Present a verbal "yes”, and a click at the same time, and then feed to create a conditioning effect.  
After conditioning takes place, dog is drooling.  Test both separately and find that only the click elicits 
the conditioned response.  The more salient, more noticeable, click was conditioned and the verbal 
“yes” was overshadowed. 
 

P 
 
Pack Theory 
A theory based on wolf research that states that dogs form linear hierarchies led by alphas.  Pack theory 
in wolves has largely been replaced by the terms family unit and breeders.   
 
Pair or Pairing  
The process by which associative learning, also known as respondent conditioning, takes place.  One 
stimulus becomes linked with another.  Ex. The click is paired with the treat.  
 
Pattern Training 
Also called patterning or overlearning.  Doing a large number of repetitions in the high hundreds to low 
thousand, in an attempt to “program” an animal into responding a specific way. When dog sports are 
involved, it can be harmful in that it may lead to an animal breaking down physically.  For many animals 
who do not enjoy repetition and pattern training, this could be counterproductive or even damaging to 
the training process.  
 
Ping-Ponging 
This term was first referenced in print by Morgan Spector in “Clicker Training for Obedience.”  Ping-
ponging refers to bouncing your criteria gently back and forth while still overall increasing it.  If you were 
taking a test and each question you responded to, was progressively harder than the previous one, you 
would soon feel drained and mentally exhausted.  If, however, the teacher was smart and ping-ponged 
the questions, easy then hard then easy again, you would likely do much better on the test.  That is how 
dogs also prefer to have their knowledge tested.  If you are working the weave poles, alternate between 
easy and more challenging while overall raising criteria.   
 
Play 
An expression of motor patterns that appears self-reinforcing.  Play creates emotional states 
incompatible with fear, anxiety and stress. Categories of play are: object, locomotor, and social play.  
 
Play Behavior Systems 
An old term for fixed action or modal action pattern, Konrad Lorenz coined the term “behavior systems” 
as a replacement for the term instinct.  Behavior systems describes behaviors that are linked together 
and that appear to be innate.   
 
Poisoned Cue 
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This term was coined by Karen Pryor and refers to the fact that the type of training used is linked to the 
end result of the training.  A cue trained with negative reinforcement will become a negative 
discriminative stimulus.  A cue trained with positive reinforcement will become a positive discriminative 
stimulus.  Thus a cue trained with force training is “poisoned” because it does not take on reinforcing 
properties. Ex. Dog trained with two cues to recall.  One cue trained with positive reinforcement, the 
other cue trained with negative reinforcement. The dog will work for the positively reinforced cue but 
will avoid working for the cue trained with negative reinforcement.  
 
Post-Reinforcement Pause 
A pause in responding following reinforcement; associated with fixed interval or fixed ratio schedules of 
reinforcement (Paul Chance).  If your pattern of reinforcing becomes predictable to the dog, you may 
get a post-reinforcement pause - the dog temporarily shows a decrease in motivation until she 
anticipates the time of potential reinforcement is closer.   
 
Post Traumatic Growth 
A positive psychology term, referring to the process by which a traumatic incident becomes the 
opportunity for new learning and growth resulting in a better emotional outcome than prior to the 
traumatic incident. Ex. A dog is jumped by a stray dog and is physically and mentally injured, prior to the 
incident this dog did not like dogs, after the incident the dog is consistently barking and lunging at other 
dogs.  Post traumatic growth occurs because the owner is coached to use counter conditioning to help 
this dog build a positive association with other dogs, the end result being a dog that now likes other 
dogs, thus a better outcome than prior to the traumatic incident.  
 
Post Traumatic Incident 
An event that causes mental and or physical trauma to a learner and the learner displaying stress and 
fear as a result of the incident.  
 
Positive Contrast 
The opposite of negative contrast.  This term refers to the animal’s rate of response increasing as a 
result of delivery of reinforcement that is of higher value than the norm (also known as the elation 
effect) Ex. The agility dog began running agility faster when the trainer started to use freeze dried 
lobster treats.  
 
Positive Punishment 
See operant conditioning.  
 
Positive Reinforcement  
See operant conditioning.  
 
Positive Training 
See force free training.  
 
Predatory Drift 
A dog trainer term that refers to the modal action patterns related to predation.  Certain sounds or 
movements of other animals can trigger a predatory response in a predatory animal.  This behavior 
functions similar to a reflex.  Predatory drift can be why play can turn into a fight.  A large dog grabbing a 
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small fast moving dog can also be an example of predatory drift.  Predatory drift may also be triggered 
by animals’ high pitched screaming.   
 
Premack Principle or Reinforcer 
Using access to a desired activity as a means of positively reinforcing a less desired activity.  Ex. A Border 
Collie prefers playing disc over heeling, so trainers ask dog to heel before playing disc.  As a result, 
heeling predicts play with the disc and heeling becomes more fun to the Border Collie. 
 
Primary Reinforcer 
A reinforcer that does not require any learning to be reinforcing: food and water are examples.  What is 
a primary reinforcer is subject to debate as some animal trainers consider tactile reinforcement 
(physical touch) should be included as a primary reinforcer in social animals?  
 
Proactive Training 
Training that makes use of antecedent control, management and increasing of reinforcement history 
rather than manipulating consequences.  Any training that works before the actual undesired behavior 
occurs.  
 
Prompt 
Any environmental stimuli that evokes a behavior.  Prompt training can cause the unwanted side effect 
of presenting a challenge when fading the prompt.   
 
Prompt Dependency 
When the learner cannot perform the cued behavior without the prompt being present you have 
prompt dependency.  This is why rapid prompt fading is advisable.  Ex. The terrier would not perform 
any manners on cue unless food was in the trainer’s hand.  The terrier’s manners are prompt 
dependent.  The food in the trainer’s hand has become a prompt for the manners behaviors.  
 
Projection 
A psychological mechanism that causes one person to assign their own short-comings to another.  A 
trainer angry with another trainer for lack of patience is projecting her own need onto the other trainer.  
It is possible for humans to project on dogs.  Projections are ideally dealt with through open 
communication and by the person doing the projecting taking responsibility.  This is not a process that 
can be forced.   
 
Prompting 
Using a stimulus or a cue to encourage a desired response.  Ex. You can use food or a toy to draw the 
dog’s attention and lure her into doing what you want, or you can use physical props, i.e. your hands, 
targets or barriers, to guide a dog into doing what you want.   
 
Proofing 
A dog training term referring to generalization training.  Ex. The trainer clicks and treats the dog for 
sitting while she holds a ball in her hand.  Next the trainer gently rolls the ball on the ground while the 
dog sits and the dog is clicked and treated for remaining seated.  Finally, the trainer bounces a ball while 
the dog sits and the dog is clicked and treated for continuing to sit.  
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Punishment 
Anything that is aversive to an animal that is applied with the trainer’s intention of stopping or reducing 
behavior.  The application of punishment will cause the animal stress.  That is why excellent dog training 
minimizes its use.  Incidentally, it is impossible to train without any punishment because simply 
withholding your click and reinforcement, which is necessary for learning, is negative punishment. It is 
easy to eliminate positive punishment from training protocols.  
 

Q 
 

R 
 
Random Sampling 
A term used to describe what the dog does during training sessions in which she is encouraged to offer 
behaviors from her repertoire.  (Trainer is not cueing any specific behavior).  Random sampling can 
interfere with duration behaviors, so put it on a verbal or contextual cue.   
 
Rapid Fire Clicking and Reinforcing 
The act of repeatedly clicking and reinforcing in order to communicate to your dog that she is to hold 
the current position.  This is how the dog is taught to hold the 2O2ONT position in agility.  It is also how 
you can teach a dog to hold a sit, down, or stand position.  (Usually, I prefer the “asking questions” — 
proofing method — to increase duration.)   
 
Rate of Reinforcement 
The number of reinforcements an animal is given in a specific time period.  High rates of reinforcement 
mean a great deal of clicking and treating in a short period of time.  Skilled shaping requires a high rate 
of reinforcement to avoid unnecessary frustration for the learner.  
 
Ratio Strain 
Also called post reinforcement pause or scalloping.  A sharp decrease in responding as a result of a rapid 
increase in the time interval of the reinforcement schedule.  Ex. A dog that is used to getting a click and 
a treat every time she performs a behavior is unable to perform five behaviors in a row without a treat.   
 
Redirection 
When a trainer gently interrupts a learner and moves the learner’s focus to another activity.   
 
Reinforcement 
For the purposes of this book when reinforcement is mentioned, positive reinforcement is meant.  
Reinforcer refers to a positive reinforcer.   
 
Reinforcement History 
The process by which a certain behavior takes on reinforcing properties.  The scientific process 
underlying the bonding of individuals via reinforcement.  The more time is spent reinforcing a behavior 
the more behavioral momentum it develops which occurs as the result of reinforcement history.  
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Reinforcement history exists because of classical conditioning.  Classical conditioning causes your dog to 
associate good and bad events with you or other things in her environment.  Things that your dog likes 
that are linked with you increase your dog’s reinforcement history with you.  Alternately, things that 
your dog dislikes that are linked with you decrease your reinforcement history with your dog.  
Reinforcement history is similar to the bond your dog establishes with you, people, agility obstacles, 
cues, handling moves and so on.   
 
Reinforcement Schedules 
The time periods, duration or intervals required prior to the delivery of reinforcement.  
 
Reinforcer Assessment 
Evaluating what type of reinforcers and reinforcement an individual learner finds reinforcing. Usually 
some reinforcers are vastly preferred over others.  This creates a hierarchy of reinforcers which is very 
valuable information to the trainer who can pair more highly valued reinforcers for more difficult 
behaviors.  
 
Reinforcer Sampling 
See Jump Start.  
 
Reset Cookie 
A process that makes use of giving a free cookie or reinforcement that is non-contingent of the goal 
behavior to avoid loss of motivation.  If you lose a learners’ motivation you have nothing to train, thus 
the use of a reset cookie while undermining stimulus control is valuable to the training process and likely 
falls within the realm of the art of training.  
 
 
Resistance to Extinction 
If a learner continues to perform the target behavior once reinforcement is taken away, is it called 
resistant to extinction. Behaviors reinforced variably are more resistant to extinction.  
 
Respondent Conditioning 
See Classical Conditioning also 
Respondent conditioning takes place when an unconditioned stimulus that elicits an unconditioned 
response is repeatedly paired with a neutral stimulus. As a result of conditioning, the neutral stimulus 
becomes a conditioned stimulus that reliably elicits a conditioned response. Each single pairing is 
considered a trial. With respondent conditioning the presentation of the two stimuli, neutral and 
unconditioned, are presented regardless of the behavior the individual is exhibiting. The behavior 
elicited is a reflex response. 
 
Response Generalization 
Part of generalization training. The learner changes the form of the target behavior but ends up with a 
behavior that serves the same function. In dog training this could be a dog that is taught a left finish by 
turning to his left, circling around and stopping in heel position. The response generalization occurs 
when this dog “invents” a flip finish which serves the same function but was not the behavior originally 
given.  
 
Request 
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Requests appear to be a more effective means of communicating with beings in contrast to demands 
which can prompt opposition reflex.  
 
Running Full Speed 
An activity that is extremely beneficial to healthy active dogs with behavior problems.  Terrier types, and 
herding breeds especially benefit from running full speed for a few minutes once a day.    
 

S 
 
Salience 
How noticeable or obvious a stimulus is.  Ex.  When teaching a dog to take a jump rather than the A-
frame, consider that the A-frame is far more salient to the dog visually than the jump because it is wider, 
higher and more solid while the jump is small and thin and harder for the dog to see.     
 
Satiation 
Occurs when a biological need has been met. Ex.  You are reinforcing with food and the dog becomes 
full.  
 
Scalloping 
See Ratio Strain.  
 
Schedules of Reinforcement 
See Differential Reinforcement.  There are many types of schedules below are the most common simple 
schedules.  
Fixed Ratio – ratio refers to a number or responses that the learner would perform prior to being able to 
access reinforcement.  Fixed ratio means that the number of responses is fixed.  Ex. Three responses in 
order to access reinforcement.  
Variable Ratio – a more effective schedule of reinforcement since it makes the learner consistently 
perform for an unknown number of repetitions prior to getting access to reinforcement.  
Fixed Duration – duration refers to a time period that is required prior to the learner accessing 
reinforcement.  Fixed duration means that the time required to access reinforcement is fixed.  Ex. A 
thirty second sit stay gives the dog access to reinforcement.  
Variable Duration – a more effective schedule of reinforcement since it makes the learner consistently 
perform duration of the goal behavior for an unknown time length prior to getting access to 
reinforcement.  
 
Secondary Reinforcer 
Something that was previously neutral that has taken on reinforcing properties.  Also called Conditioned 
Reinforcer. Ex. The sound of the clicker is a secondary reinforcer via association with the primary 
reinforcer, food.  
 
Selectionism 
Another term for shaping and differential reinforcement.  
 
Self-Reinforcing 
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Any behavior that does not require external reinforcement in order to be maintained.  The behavior 
itself is intrinsically reinforcing to the animal.  Most dogs enjoy barking so, if ignored, barking will not 
decrease.   
 
Sensitization or Sensitizing 
Part of non-associative learning, an enhanced response to a stimulus as a result of repeated exposure. 
Instead of habituating to a repeated stimulus, sometimes the dog’s reaction to it will become even 
stronger.  Thunderstorm phobia is an example of sensitizing.   
 
Separation Distress 
A medical condition in which the animal experiences severe distress when left alone. This medical 
condition often does not respond to behavior modification without the assistance of pharmaceutical 
intervention.  
 
Serotonin 
A neurotransmitter found in the brain of mammals associated with learning, and reducing anxiety sleep, 
sensory perception, and temperature regulation, and reducing anxiety.  
 
Setting Event 
Setting events are general conditions that set the occasion for the behavior. Examples of setting events 
are medical problems, nutrition issues or lack of exercise. Setting events make the behavior in question 
more likely to occur. Setting events do not directly evoke the behavior but they provide a context in 
which the behavior is more likely to be evoked by the Stimulus. 
 
Shaping 
Clicking and reinforcing each approximation to move the animal closer to the desired end behavior.  
 
Shared Meaning 
The process of establishing norms in a behavior consultation or group class.  Ex. Clearly defining what is 
expected of students and checking in and verifying that students have heard this information as 
intended.  
 
Sign Stimulus 
See super normal sign stimulus. 
 
Simultaneous Conditioning 
See conditioning.  
 
Single Event Learning 
The process by which a dog habituates or sensitizes to a stimulus that is repeatedly presented.    
 
Skinnerian Conditioning 
See Operant Conditioning.  
 
Sleep 
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A state of rest and inactivity for mammals during which the animal is not responsive to external stimuli. 
Considering sleep duration and quality is an important part of a behavior consultation or any 
assessment.  
 
Social Attraction 
Social attraction refers to the level a dog consistently displays distance decreasing behaviors when in the 
presence of a person or people as a result of intrinsic and conditioned reinforcement. The same can 
apply to dogs in which case the distance decreasing behaviors are displayed in the presence of a dog or 
dogs.  
 
Social Dominance 
See Pack Theory.  
 
Social Hierarchy  
See Pack Theory. 
 
Social Learning 
Learning by observing and then imitating another being. Ex. Dog A observes Dog B ringing a bell and 
being let out as a result.  Dog A starts ringing the bell to be let out.   
 
Social Reinforcers 
For animals and people that are social, social interactions can be reinforcing.  This means that social 
reinforcers can also lead to accidental reinforcement of undesired behaviors. Ex. A dog counter surfs an 
empty counter top and the owner consistently approaches him, touches him, and asks him to “off.”  In a 
highly social animal this interaction may function as a social reinforcer and positively reinforce the 
counter surfing.  Withdrawing attention for the counter surfing and an empty counter may be much 
more effective in modifying the behavior.  
 
Splitting and Lumping 
See lumping and splitting.  
 
State Dependent Learning 
The mental state of the dog is linked to what she learns.  If the dog learns to sit when calm, she will 
more likely remember this cue when calm, and less likely to remember what “sit” means when in an 
aroused state.  Ex. The agility dog has been taught all the obstacles but he has never been to a real trial.  
At his first real trial he is unable to perform half the agility obstacles because he is so aroused that his 
state is not the same as when he learned the obstacles, thus he is unable to perform.   
 
Stereotypic Behavior 
Repetitive behavior that is self reinforcing. Can be a symptom of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder which is 
a medical condition that often requires veterinary pharmaceutical intervention. 
 
Stimulus 
Anything a being can perceive that incites action.  
 
Stimulus Control 
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Also called signal control or cue control, an operant phenomenon that occurs when learning has been 
generalized so that the probability of a behavior occurring when the stimulus is presented is extremely 
high.  
 
Stimulus Generalization 
Part of generalization training. The typical generalization that is the goal of most training, that the 
learner performs the cued behavior in a variety of settings.  
 
Stress  
A psychological and physiological state that results from an animal being exposed to a real or perceived 
environmental stimulus that threatens the animal’s ability to meet his needs including safety which 
results in the animal’s inability or greatly decreased ability to learn.  Ex. The dog was unable to learn sit 
because the trash can was blowing in the wind and he was exhibiting fear behaviors while repeatedly 
glancing at the moving trash can.  Stress and fear are huge driving forces of aggression so minimizing 
stress, pain and fear are critical to aggression prevention.  
 
Successive Approximation 
See approximation. 
 
Success Point 
The specific criteria that your dog is able to perform successfully.  Find your dog’s success point and 
build on it, rather than focusing on what is going wrong.   
 
Success Rate 
The rate at which an animal is succeeding while learning a new behavior. Ex. A dog performs the down 
cue accurately 9/10 attempts this is a 90% success rate. During training sessions trainers should aim for 
a 90% success rate prior to raising criteria.  
 
Supernormal Stimulus 
A stimulus, such as a stuffed life sized dog, that produces a stronger response than the normal stimulus 
eliciting that particular response.  Can be compared to a sign stimulus which is an ethological term 
referring to the mechanism that prompts animals to respond to an artificial stimulus as if it was real. An 
unpublished ASPCA study by Dr. Pam Reid and others showed that dogs respond to a stuffed dog that is 
life size and realistically made as if it was real.  The mechanism by which this happens is called a super 
normal sign stimulus, but in behavior terms it is referred to as stimulus salience. Regardless, the dog 
biologically responds to what he sees even though the stuffed animal does not smell real.  Researchers 
studying aggression have been using realistic stuffed animals for decades to ethically evaluate 
aggression in animals.  
 
Superstitious Behavior 
The accidental or coincidental reinforcement of behavior that was not intended to be part of the goal 
behavior or that is now linked with a previously neutral stimulus.  Ex. A dog was eating out of his food 
bowl and a gun shot was fired.  Since that event the dog refuses to eat out of his bowl.  A dog 
accidentally spun in a circle before his owner fed him now he always spins in a circle prior to eating.   
 
Systematic Desensitization 
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See counter conditioning.  First step is to teach the learner a deep relaxation skill; the second step is to 
create a hierarchy of the fearful stimulus going from easiest to most difficult; the third step is to pair 
gradual exposure to the feared stimulus with positive reinforcement.  While this process seems 
deceptively simple it is actually very complex and can easily be unsuccessful when the learner is not 
empowered and the process does not make use of creating the ideal emotional state.  Systematic 
Desensitization is in contrast to flooding which is a highly aversive process.  If systematic desensitization 
is mixed with flooding it will not be successful.  
 
Sympathetic Nervous System 
A part of the autonomic nervous system that mobilizes the animal’s energy and resources during times 
of stress and arousal.  
 

T 
 
Tactile Reinforcement 
Using physical touch as a means of reinforcing behavior.  According to Bob Bailey tactile reinforcement 
can be so valuable to some animals that it can be considered a primary reinforcer for those animals.  
 
Target Behavior 
The goal behavior.  
 
Targeting or Target Training 
Training that makes use of a target (stick, mat, or other object) as a means of creating the end goal 
behavior.  Ex. The dog learned to heel with his head very high up in the air via the use of a target stick 
which was held up two inches higher than his default head position.   
 
Terminal Bridge 
A terminal bridge should result in the behavior ending. The animal understands that whatever they are 
doing when they hear the terminal bridge was exactly correct, stop doing it and get your reinforcement.  
 
Territory 
Any defended area or space.  Can be associated with resource guarding.   
 
Three Term Contingency 
Another way of saying A B  C or Antecedent, Behavior and Consequence. 
 
Time-Out 
A procedure designed to reduce the probability of a target behavior in which access to reinforcement is 
removed for a particular time period contingent upon the performance of an undesired behavior.  Either 
the animal is removed from the reinforcing environment or the environment is removed from the 
animal.   
There are three types of time-out: 

1. Dog is removed — you gently take dog and place her in her crate. 
2. Owner/reinforcement is removed — you leave. 
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3. Contingent observation — dog gets to watch while other dog gets her reinforcement.  Possibly 
useful to build motivation, possibly less useful to eliminate behavior.  

Time out lasts 20 seconds to two minutes for optimum results and will only be effective if it actually is 
negative punishment to the dog.  A dog that is not reinforced by social interaction will not respond to 
time out. The use of negative punishment can be indication of poor training.  Ideal training minimizes 
the use of negative punishment.   
 
Thunder Storm Phobia 
A serious behavioral problem that often requires pharmaceutical intervention. May or may not be 
accompanied by noise sensitivity; herding breeds most frequently suffer from this problem.  
 
Trace Conditioning 
See conditioning 
 
Transfer 
The mechanism by which a cue is altered.  The new cue must be presented first in order for the animal 
to learn it.  New cue, old cue, click and treat.  
 
Traumatic Bonding 
A strong emotional tie that develops as a result of an abusive relationship which includes an imbalance 
of power and intermittent exposure to both abuse and affection. Traumatic bonds can be extremely 
powerful. Ex. Dog that is being beaten but intermittently given affection and lots of reinforcement 
strongly bonds with abuser, as a result abuser uses bond to falsely justify abuse.    
 
Two-Way Communication 
The exchange of information between two beings. Ideal training makes use of two-way communication 
by assessing the learner’s signs of stress and joy and by adjusting training to minimize stress and 
maximize joy. The Control Unleashed “Look at That” game creates a system of two-way communication 
that empowers the non-verbal learner to communicate concerns.  
 

U 
 
Unconditional Positive Regard 
Unconditional positive regard is what each client human or animal should be given by their teacher 
without restrictions. This is especially true if aversive stimulation is involved. Empathetic communicating 
is proven to be ideally effective in challenging situations.  See Non-Violent Communication.  
 
Unconditioned Response 
Abbreviated UCR — Part of respondent conditioning, an unvarying response elicited by the presence of 
an unconditioned stimulus, without prior learning.  Your dog’s eye blinking (UCR) as the result of you 
blowing a puff of air into it (UCS), is an example of an unconditioned response.   
 
Unconditioned Stimulus  
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Abbreviated UCS –Part of respondent conditioning, a stimulus that does not require conditioning to 
elicit a response.  A puff of air (UCS) that you blow into your dog’s eye and causes the dog to blink is an 
example of an unconditioned stimulus.   
 
Variable Reinforcement 
See Schedules of reinforcement. Variable Interval. Variable Ratio. 
 
Vicarious Reinforcement 
A form of reinforcement that can be helpful in establishing reinforcement history with the human part 
of the dog training equation. Dogs earn titles in many dog sports. While officially the dogs earn these 
titles, they are vicarious reinforcement for the handler. Complimenting an owner on their dog’s 
intelligence or excellent performance is also a form of vicarious reinforcement.  In order to be effective, 
as with all positive reinforcement, it must be sincere.  
 

VWXYZ 

Yerkes –Dodson Law 
In psychology an important law that states that motivation occurs on a bell curve.  Too much deprivation 
causes poor performance and likewise not enough deprivation causes poor performance.  The same 
applies to satiation.  Some trainers may attribute lack of performance to not enough deprivation, not 
realizing that too much deprivation will have a negative impact on learning.  This is law relates to sport 
psychology and is why peak performances are called “zone” experiences.  
 
Yippee Effect 
Dog trainer slang term for the outcome of ideal behavior modification when the previously feared or 
stress inducing stimulus elicits a new conditioned emotional response of joy.   
 
Variable Schedule of Reinforcement 
Part of operant conditioning, a reinforcement schedule that varies the number of responses required for 
reinforcement. Variable reinforcement is one of the most powerful schedules of reinforcement. Humans 
often struggle at being variable in their application of reinforcement.  
 
Voluntary Behavior 
Responses that are under the animal’s conscious control and are thus more likely to be modified by 
operant conditioning. Ex. Dog sits politely for petting.  An example of involuntary behavior is drooling.    
 
 
This is a growing definitive dictionary if you would like to see a word added, please contact us.  


